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Chapter 259 Two Hundred Thousand
Feng Pingping looked at the little head of the staff and continued, "I'm telling you, just now at the entrance, the two of them
didn't have any tickets at all and ended up getting two fake ones out, trying to muddle through, luckily your security guards
here were smart enough to break them up. But I don't know if there's still a loophole here, they were able to sneak in, damn
it, these two people are getting annoyed in our school, you should hurry up and kick them out before you disturb the mood of
others watching the concert!"
Feng Pingping followed up by saying, "Didn't you guys say that this seat was reserved for some big shot? If people find out
that these two losers have taken over the place, you'll be punished later!"
After Feng Pingping finished speaking, her hands were coiled up and she looked at Jiang Hao and Xue Yuning with an air of
determination, thinking that she would see what else they could do.
It was estimated that after she had added fuel to the fire, the two of them would definitely be given a severe beating and then
thrown out.
However, to Feng Pingping's surprise, after she had said so much, Jiang Hao's face still had a breezy expression on it.
She could even clearly see that Jiang Hao was even smiling, as if he didn't even realise what kind of bad luck he would incur.
"What are you laughing at? Do you know you'll die a horrible death later!"
Seeing that Jiang Hao was still unconcerned, Feng Pingping became very angry, she was a bit confused, you are already in
great distress, why are you still so calm and relaxed? Are you really not afraid of death? Or do you not know what a big crime
you've committed?
Jiang Hao smiled again when he heard this, and asked in a soft voice, "Oh? Is that so. Then I really don't know, didn't you
go and ask someone to kick us out? Then please hurry up and tell him to do it, otherwise the concert will start soon and we
should run out of time."
"You," Feng Pingping was furious and turned her head to look at the little head of staff and questioned loudly, "Hey, are you
deaf or blind? He said this to you, and still sat here in this position and did not get up, you can not see ah? Why don't you
hurry up and do something, are you really not afraid of death?"
Feng Pingping was a bit puzzled at this moment, thinking that this staff member saw Jiang Hao and Xue Yuning sitting in this
position, how come they didn't react at all?
And she turned to look at the staff member, but found that the other party actually did not even seem to have the courage to
look up at Jiang Hao.
Instead, the other party's attitude towards Feng Pingping, herself, suddenly became very bad.

"Shut up you, there is no more business for you here, hurry up and go away!" The little head of staff scolded.
Feng Pingping frowned, holding no small amount of anger in her heart.
"Have you got a puncture in your brain? I'm helping you with good intentions, and you scold me? Are you a human being or

not?" Feng Pingping scolded, "I've told you, these two people sneaked in here, you hurry up and call security to kick them out,
huh? You deserve to be expelled!"

Feng Pingping finished her sentence and glanced at the staff member with contempt, but just as she turned her gaze to that
person, she saw a black shadow flash before her eyes, followed by a slap to her face without any mercy.
"Oops," Feng Pingping stumbled and fell onto a seat.
"What a load of crap, you need to mind your own business? Just sit down honestly!" The little head of staff scolded with an
angry face.
If he hadn't been unable to resist, he wouldn't have slapped him, after all, it wouldn't be good for his company's reputation,
after all, there were so many people watching.
The second is that Jiang Hao is still here, in case Jiang Hao feels unhappy, then he will not be equally dead.
But he still called, if this Feng Pingping only insulted himself, so be it, who let him call Jiang Hao a poor bastard, a loser.
This is not to mention him, I guess even if Gao Shun was here, he would be instantly angry.
Such an important big shot was being abused in front of him, and he still didn't have any reaction, how could that be?
So this guy went out to hit Feng Pingping, firstly, because Feng Pingping's vicious words made him unable to bear it, and
secondly, he was also doing it to show Jiang Hao.
Feng Pingping felt her face burning hot, as if she had been poured with hot chilli oil.
She burst out and pointed at the man, cursing, "Are you f*cking crazy? What right do you have to hit me? How dare you hit
me, a dog who knows nothing about good and evil? Do you know that your boss hasn't given me the 50,000 yuan yet?"

Feng Pingping said loudly and unforgivingly, "I tell you, I won't take the 50,000 yuan today, you have to give me 200,000
yuan today, or else you won't forget it!"
Hearing Feng Pingping's words, the little head of the staff couldn't help but laugh disdainfully and said, "Two hundred
thousand? Oh, do you believe it or not, if you keep talking nonsense here, I can make your parents go straight to the pension!"
Chapter 260 - Going to call someone
When Feng Pingping saw the other party's ruthless eyes, she was really somewhat intimidated.

After all, people are behind a big company, and here are all of their staff their boss Gao Shun had warned himself before.
Feng Pingping knew very well that the other party's power was so huge that it might really be a matter of lifting a finger if
they wanted to clean up after themselves.
What she couldn't understand was that she had said that, how could this guy be so indifferent that he didn't even dare to tell
Jiang Hao to get lost.
It was hard not to
A bold thought flashed through Feng Pingping's mind and she muttered under her breath, "Is it hard to believe that this poor
bastard and Xue Yu Ning are really some big shots?"

Only just as this idea showed its head in Feng Pingping's head, it was mercilessly gunned down by herself.
She couldn't help but look at Jiang Hao and Xue Yu Ning, and only felt a pang of disgust in her heart.
"Hmph, if such goods like them can become any big shots, then one would probably have to be the Jade Emperor himself!"
Feng Pingping said to herself in her heart.
Feng Pingping really did not believe that Jiang Hao and Xue Yuning were any big shots, after all, one of them was a
notoriously poor person in Chu Jiang University, and the other was her roommate who had lived with her for a long time, so
she still did not know them?
If Chu Jiang University were to hold a competition for poor people, these two people would be the first and second runners-up,
and the others would have to wait for them.
But to say that they are some kind of big shot and have a lot of money in their pockets, please, that's not possible.
And even if we take away these well-known objective factors, in Feng Pingping's mind, she is not willing to accept that Jiang
Hao and Xue Yu Ning have any new identities other than being poor pussies.
In Feng Pingping's view, these two people could only be worse off and poorer than themselves, how could they be, and
should never be richer and nobler than themselves!
It was a matter of Feng Ping Ping's pathetic self-esteem.
Feng Ping Ping's mind was in turmoil because she could not think of any other reason that would convince her more.
Suddenly Jiang Hao laughed, looked at Feng Pingping and asked, seemingly jokingly, "What, didn't you just want to kick me
out? Keep on kicking me out, huh? Oh yes, didn't you just say you wanted 200,000? How about this, if you can kick me
out, I'll give you a million dollars later, how about that?"
Jiang Hao was simply making fun of himself, and as he said this, Feng Pingping also saw that the little head of staff who had
slapped himself was also following suit with a playful smile.

Suddenly, a thought flashed through Feng Pingping's mind, and she suddenly pointed at Jiang Hao and the little head of staff
and said, "I know, you must be in cahoots, you two know each other, that's why you damn well used your position to protect
him at every turn, and even let him in, isn't it?"
Feng Pingping's accusation really made that little head of staff a little speechless.
It had to be said that this Feng Pingping was simply too brainy, and downright ridiculously big.
And immediately afterwards, Feng Pingping added, "I said, this guy had clearly been driven away just now, how could he
possibly come in again and still dare to sit here, so it's all because you guys are in the same gang, with your permission he
dared to, right?"
Jiang Hao couldn't help but scratch his head and looked at Feng Pingping speechlessly, after a moment's hesitation he smiled,
"Right, you're so smart, you got it right again."
Hearing this from Jiang Hao, Feng Pingping laughed, "Hmph, I knew that was the case, just this little thought of yours, do you
really think you can escape my eyes?"
Jiang Hao laughed and continued to ask again, "Well yeah, now you already know, so may I ask what else do you want? And
what can you do to me?"
Since Jiang Hao had already admitted it, what else was there to say.
Feng Pingping laughed indulgently and said loudly, "What else can I do to you? I don't believe you can protect this fool for
long, I'm going to call your boss later, when he arrives, you still dare to be so reckless!"
As she spoke, Feng Pingping was ready to move to call someone.
She knew that this guy in front of her was probably the small head who was in charge of this area, so it was useless to look
for someone to report people here.
He himself had to go somewhere else, and with this kind of behaviour, once he reported it to their old boss, he would probably
just have to go and cry by then.
"Oh, then you can go quickly, the concert will start in a while!" The little head of the staff said jokingly.
Feng Pingping glared at the other party, and with her mouth full of words, she turned around to leave.
But before she could take two steps, she suddenly saw a few figures walking in the distance, and Feng Pingping's heart was
suddenly filled with joy.
They were none other than the security guards she had met at the entrance and the security chief.
The security chief and they should not be in the same gang, and that guy had just been angered by Jiang Hao, so if she called
him over, not only Jiang Hao, but also this little head of staff would be cleaned up.
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